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From the Principal’s Desk….. 

 

The big issue currently is obviously COVID-19. The department of education regularly provides updates 

regarding processes, procedures and information to assist us in our attempt to do our best under the 

circumstances. We are now in phase 2 of remote learning. Our teachers know what to do, as do our 

students and families. While this is a bonus, some people have expressed their concerns and there is a sense 

of anxiety for some staff, students and families as we navigate our way. 

Spotless cleaning, (via the department) have provided us with an extra cleaner who cleans and sanitises or 

six hours everyday. For all of these reasons, we believe school is a relatively safe environment, but we 

must continue to be vigilant in our methods. 

 

Our mantra through phase two, is the same as it was in phase one - Care, Supervision and Connection….  

 

Due to COVID-19 many things have changed, been postponed or cancelled. This is particularly concerning 

for parents of new Prep students in 2021. We are unable to hold information evenings, school tours etc. As 

a result, we have established a Marketing committee. We have a new Facebook page; we also have 

Compass and the website. Information is provided via our newsletter as well. We share information on all 

of these platforms, at times doubling up so we can reach as many people as possible.  

 

When you visit the school next, I’m sure you will be pleasantly surprised by the number of upgrades we 

have done over the last two months. Our Indigenous garden is starting to grow, we have extended the 

pathway to create easier access into and out of the school as well as forming a better link to the Michael 

Oakey area and oval. We have also repaired a number of concrete pathways that were trip hazards, this 

includes the steps near the student toilets which were in a poor state and unsafe. These areas look better 

and more importantly they’re safer now.  Barry Beechey has also been resewing and laying turf on the oval 

near the footy goals. This was funded by the $4500 grant we received following a successful application 

prepared by Larissa Vesdrevanis. The majority of the concreting has been completed as a matter of 

urgency but I have also applied for funding to recoup the cost.  

Barry has also been working on the memorial garden. It has been planted out by students at the end of term 

and mulched using money from another successful grant submission completed by Dimitra Ferizis. 

We are in the process of preparing a major funding application for the installation of solar panels. Sandra 

Bishop is developing a detailed application. 

 

I would like to acknowledge the work Barry has done particularly, considering over the school “holidays” 

he worked right through, every day except the middle weekend. He is passionate about DPS and our 

grounds and he enjoys the work. While he is officially employed for 20 hours per week he does many more 

hours including working extra hours most weekends. He takes great pride in our school grounds and people 

often comment on how good our grounds are. 
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Council Street is also experiencing quite an upgrade. The road outside the office entrance is being widened. 

One positive is that this is happening at a time when we don’t have over 500 students coming and going. 

This Friday the new footpath is going to be poured which indicates or suggests an end to this part of the 

development. 

 

As mentioned some activities and events have been postponed or cancelled such as NAPLAN, ICAS on the 

other hand will continue as planned, but at a later date. Camps are not going ahead in 2020. Grade 6 

Graduation and other ceremonies and celebrations are on hold. We seriously hope these can go ahead later 

in the year, and failing that, we will definitely do something, but we are hopeful. We are committed to 

doing as much as we can now and into the future as long as restrictions allow. 

 

So, school is a very different place this term. Officially we are set up for remote learning until week six. 

Whether this is extended, we don’t know and will be informed of any change or extension in due course, 

which will be shared with our community.  

 

I would like to close my report by saying how fortunate I feel to work at DPS. Our staff have been 

wonderful, their commitment to our students has bene unquestionable. Whenever I have asked them to rise 

to another challenge they have done so. Congratulations to each and every one. Thankyou also to our 

parents who have expressed a kind word or thanks for our efforts, this is appreciated so much. Finally, I 

would like to acknowledge Dina’s retirement. She was our crossing supervisor for almost ten years. We 

held a special morning tea with a gift and flowers to thank her for looking after our students. 
 

 
Regards 
 
Jim Hill 

 Principal 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Preps made crowns because it was our word of the week and then they all wore them to Webex. 
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20metre ISO Challenge Super Stars 
A big shout out to all of the students participating in our 20 metre ISO Challenge. While it can be difficult to 

play our organised sport at the moment, exercise is even more important than it has ever been.  

These amazing students below have excelled by taking up the challenge of keeping active and aiming to 

find 30 minutes of exercise each day.  

The scary statistics are that 1 in 2 adults and 8 out of 10 children are not getting physical activity each day. 

By taking up the 20 metre ISO Challenge your children are working hard are improving their physical and 

mental well- being, mood and self esteem. 

Parents are encouraged to join in the running with their children or you can find an activity that you can do 

together such as walking the dog or kicking a ball.   

Students from Prep to Level 6 who have completed at least 50 laps. Well done! 

 

 Lucas PS = 55 laps 

 Max PS = 50 laps 

 Semrah PF = 62 laps 

 Olivia 1Q = 226 laps 

 Max Cain 1Q = 300 laps 

 Taniksha 1A = 56 laps 

 Eliza 1Q = 110 laps 

 Daniel 1Q = 208 laps 

 Lochie 1Q = 60 laps. 

 Cohen 2P= 130 laps 

 Amelie 3B = 140 laps 

 Jonah S3B = 180 laps 

 Jude  3W  = 237 laps 

 Lena 3G = 270 laps 

 Edward 6W = 191 laps 

 Amirali 6W = 82 laps 

 Karim 6W = 79 laps 

 Madison 6W = 151 laps 
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Here at DPS we are running visual art classes for Prep to Level 6 students during 

remote learning. Below are some artworks by the students. 
 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

  

 

Lisha, 3L 

High Tea 

Joshua, 4P 

High Tea 

Alex, 6W 

Taj Mahal 

Benjamin, 4P  

High Tea 

Eunice, 4C 

High Tea 

Rehaan, 1Q 

Hamburger Sculpture 

Aimee, 6J  

Cubism 

Roxana, 1Q  

Hamburger Sculpture 
Sarah, 6F 

Taj Mahal 

ART 
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PF Alexi  Fabulous colouring of your crown!  A fantastic effort. 

PF Alina  You always have a gorgeous smiling face on WebEx every morning. 

PF Adam  I was so impressed that you could explain what a digraph is to the grade during 

WebEx.  You are a clever cookie. 

PF Dustin  I love how you confidently told the class the answer to your parents’ names.  You are 

on the way to knowing your 30 must knows! 

PQ John  For settling into our class and school community. For always trying your very best in 

learning tasks. Your pictures are brilliant. Keep up the great work!   

PQ Kaya  For settling into the DPS community so quickly. Being actively engaged in all Webex 

discussions. Keep working so hard! I am very proud of you.   

PQ Caleb  For taking on feedback each day and improving his skills during Remote Learning 2.0. 

Your holiday recount was outstanding, I am very proud of you! 

PQ Kirsten  For taking so much time and effort on all learning tasks to achieve your best in all 

learning areas. You are a super star. 

PQ Johnathan  For being actively engaged during our morning Webex meetings. For having, a super 

go at the writing task this week. You are a super star! Keep up the great work! 

PS Raaif  For contributing confidently to class discussions during our Webex sessions. You are 

a star! 

PS Naman  For making great predictions throughout our book during guided reading. Incredible 

work! 

PS Cooper  For writing a detailed holiday recount. Keep up the great work! 

PS Kevin  For improving your reading and sounding out unknown words. Super job! 

1A Aneeqa  For being an enthusiastic learner and being an active participant in our class 

meetings. 

1A Samson  For making an excellent start to home learning and being a star reader on Reading 

Eggs. 

1A Harris  For always giving everything a go and being a standout on Matific. 

1A Lucas  For your efforts and participation on Mathletics. Keep up the great work! 

1A Naherica  For always being willing to contribute to class discussions and your efforts on Matific. 

Doncaster Primary 
Remote Learning Stars 
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1G Sophie  For reading books on EPIC to develop her skills and understandings. Keep up the 

great work Sophie. 

1G Yuna  For continuing to develop her reading skills through Reading Eggspress. Well done 

Yuna. Keep up the great work. 

1G Mika  For actively contributing online to class discussion during Remote Learning. 

1G Chloe  For completing many tasks on Matific this week and achieving high results! Well done 

Chloe. 

1G Hudson  For great effort and participation this week on Mathletics. Keep up the great work 

Hudson! 

1Q Lochie For actively using EPIC to improve your reading. 

1Q Ethan For working hard to improve your numeracy skills using Mathletics. 

1Q Anna Well done on using Reading eggs to improve your literacy skills. 

1Q Olivia For working hard to improve your comprehension skills using Reading Eggs. 

2C Sebastian For his creative and colourful art work during remote learning. Well done Sebastian. 

2C Rayhan For his commitment and dedication to learning. 

2C Sophia For her consistent amazing effort during remote learning. 

2E Violette For always contributing her opinions and ideas in our class WebEx meetings. 

2E Zeke For writing a really interesting holiday recount. 

2P Grae For his excellent participation in our class WebEx sessions and contributing to class 

discussions. 

2P Lena For trying her best to complete her activities and asking questions when unsure. Great 

work Lena! 

3B Chara  For consistently completing all online tasks for Mathletics and Reading Eggs and 

achieving commendable results. 

3B Jonah  For always being so positive during our class WebEx sessions and completing and 

uploading learning tasks to a high standard. 

3B Isaac  For showing initiative and enthusiasm for learning by joining WebEx frequently to ask 

clarifying questions and extend his learning. 

3B Chloe  For showing great motivation and persistence by joining us for Remote Learning all 

the way from China! 

3G Ranvir Well done on your wonderful start to Remote Learning Ranvir! You have been so 

organised in completing work pieces on the days they are scheduled and uploading 

your Writing Learning Task on the day you completed it. Amazing effort so far, keep 

up the wonderful work! 
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3G Tanish For persisting to understand how to participate fully in Remote Learning. Tanish, you 

made sure you were ready and organised to begin your first experience with Remote 

Learning. You logged into Webex meetings, followed the learning plan and completed 

tasks. Fantastic work! 

3G Hugo Well done Hugo on such a great start to Remote Learning. You have been 

consistently paying attention during Webex meetings, have logged on to Webex to ask 

questions when unsure, completed your Mathletics tasks promptly, and have shown 

fantastic dedication to reading challenging books like the Ranger’s Apprentice Series. 

Keep it up! 

3G Savannah Well done on your wonderful beginning to Remote Learning Savannah. You have 

organised yourself with a wonderful workspace and alarm system to ensure you don’t 

overlook anything, and are even uploading your own Learning Tasks. Bravo, keep up 

the great work! 

3L Donya  For making the most out of home learning by using Webex to get help with her daily 

tasks. 

3L Lavina For making the most out of home learning by using Webex to get help with her daily 

tasks. 

3L Sia  For being extremely organised with all of her Learning Tasks and ensuring she has all 

resources ready to go each week. Well done! 

3W Weiming  For being an independent worker who completes all activities to the best of his 

abilities. Keep up the good work Weiming! 

3W Angelina  For showing persistence and drive when completing her writing task. Well done 

Angelina! 

3W Cyreentra For displaying fantastic work habits and trying hard in all areas. Great job Cyreentra! 

3W Hana For working consistently across all curriculum areas and for being a positive and 

supportive class member. Well done Hana! 

4C Jayden  Has accepted home/online learning and has demonstrated an ever-increasing online 

confidence and participation. Well done, very proud of all his efforts! 

4C Diana  Always follows the home/online learning rules and is a fantastic online role model for 

her peers. She is always keen to share her ideas and contribute to online discussions. 

Diana always submits outstanding work and should be commended for her efforts. 

4C Aiden  Has worked hard to complete his home/online learning activities independently. He 

has embraced all challenges he encountered and is resilient and highly motivated. 

Well done! 

4C Santiago  Is a keen and enthusiastic member of our online classroom. He works cooperatively, 

shares his ideas and thoughtfully listens to what others say. Santiago has embraced 

all challenges he encountered in online learning. Well done!  

4C Andy  Has accepted home/online learning and has demonstrated an ever-increasing online 

confidence and participation. He always tries his best and follows home/online 

learning rules and protocols. Andy has submitted good work and should be very proud 

of his efforts. 
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4P Alex For beginning a wonderful and thoughtful ‘My resilience Journal.’ Great work! 

4P Sarah For being a brilliant problem solver. She persisted with unfamiliar internet problems 

until they were solved. 

4P Benji For sharing things that went well from his resilience journal. 

4P Thomas For actively participating during Webex small group reading sessions. 

4SM Haoze For the brilliant job he did during Guided Reading this week, using a clear voice and 

answering many questions. Keep it up Haoze! 

4SM Victor For the enthusiastic start he has had to Remote Learning 2.0. We love that you are 

always keen to contribute and share your work. 

4SM Alex For his excellent participation during his Guided Reading lesson this week. You 

thoughtfully answered questions and read clearly. Well done! 

4SM Yana For being an excellent digital learner role model to her peers. Thank you for always 

participating during group discussions and for sharing your Resilience Journal with the 

class. 

4SM Sofia For being a star student during her Guided reading group session this week. You 

made some fantastic text-to-self connections, which you confidently shared with the 

group. Well done! 

5K Zack For confidently contributing to guided reading groups and participating positively in 

class meetings. 

5K Apple For always being on time and prepared for all learning sessions and contributing in a 

positive way. 

5K Gyubi For participating in reading groups and class sessions with a positive attitude to 

learning. 

5K Andrew For his positive contributions in class and small group sessions. 

5K Abby For having a positive attitude to her learning and making use of the teacher support 

available. 

5O Adrian For always trying his best and working hard. 

5O Charlotte For being a fun and positive member of the class. 

5O Sarah For her active participation in 'count like a computer'. 

5O Jin For his contribution in class and guided reading. 

5O Layla For her enthusiasm towards online learning. 

5P Meri For settling well in her new class. We are excited to have a new student. 

5P Tongtong For using her manners always in class. 

5P Angus For listening well in his guided reading session. 
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5P Elise For making good connections to self in her guided reading session. 

5P Hongyu For always coming online to all online classes and trying his best to complete all his 

work. 

6F Lachlan Well done Lachlan for challenging your mathematical understandings by working 

through the Monash Tech School workshop. I'm glad to hear you enjoyed it. 

6F Radin Well done Radin for challenging your mathematical understandings by working 

through the Monash Tech School workshop. I'm glad to hear you enjoyed it. 

6F Dylan Well done Dylan for challenging your mathematical understandings by working 

through the Monash Tech School workshop. Your video on the 20 metre challenge for 

PE was exceptional too. 

6F Misk Well done Misk for challenging your mathematical understandings by working through 

the Monash Tech School workshop. Thank you for logging on daily to our WebEx from 

interstate and making the most of your remote learning. 

6F Jayme You have had a great start to remote learning by logging on to our WebEx sessions. 

Well done on working on your Launchpad narrative writing draft. 

6F Hendrix You have had a great start to remote learning by logging on to every WebEx session. 

Well done on working on your Launchpad narrative writing draft. 

6J Jiayi  For taking on board feedback to improve her work and choosing to immerse herself in 

all facets on remote learning 

6J Brian  for using our class chat to consistently acknowledge the efforts and achievements on 

his classmates 

6J Jack  For choosing to get involved in our 10am learning sessions to helping his learning. 

6J Huanqi  For showing gratitude for his learning opportunities at DPS 

6J Rachel  For being organised with WebEx Meetings, contributing to class discussions and 

asking questions. 

6W Jadon  For your willingness to step out of your comfort zone to try new things. 

6W Adam  For your organization and efforts in keeping up to date with the daily tasks. 

6W Hana  For your moving and genuine entry in your wellbeing journal. 

6W Nicholas  For actively participating in all learning discussions and experiences.   

6W Jordan  For your organization to ensure you have everything you need during home learning, 

and for actively participating in all learning experiences. 

6W Amirali  For your moving and genuine entry in your wellbeing journal. 
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P.E 
Doeyonn, 2E For his wonderful contributions during our health unit this week. 

Awesome job! 

P.E 
Noah, 3L For his enthusiasm during our P.E. session this week. Noah also 

contributed thoughtful responses during our discussion. Well done! 

P.E 
Dylan, 5O For his high level of engagement during our P.E. session. Well done 

on answering so many questions! 

ART 
Zoey, 2P For her excellent contribution in art discussions and trying her best. 

ART 
Savannah, 3G For her excellent art discussion and attention of detail to her artwork. 

ART 
Payoja, 6J For being a fantastic role model and always trying her best in art. 

Literacy 

 

Addison, 1G For her wonderful contribution to her reading group. Well done! 

Literacy 

 

Maggie, 1Q For her 100% attendance and actively participating and contributing to 

all activities. Well done! 

SPECIALIST  

REMOTE LEARNING STARS 
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Victorian Premiers’ Reading Challenge 
The Victorian Premiers’ Reading Challenge is open and Doncaster Primary School is excited to be 
participating. Well done to those students who have already completed the challenge at DPS! 
 
A new application is being used this year that offers a range of exciting features including: 
 

 access to a library catalogue (including book images and blurbs) 

 a modern user-friendly interface 

 rewarding  students with badges as challenge milestones are achieved 

 the option for students to mark books as a favourite, give them a star rating or complete a book 
review 

 
The Challenge is open to all Victorian children from birth to Year 10 in recognition of the importance of 
reading for literacy development. It is not a competition; but a personal challenge for children to read a set 
number of books by September 2020. 
 
Children from Prep to Year 2 are encouraged to read or ‘experience’ 30 books with their parents and 
teachers. Children from Year 3 to Year 10 are challenged to read 15 books. 
 
All children who meet the Challenge will receive a certificate of achievement signed by the Victorian 
Premier and former Premiers. 
 
To login and add books, Go to the following website and follow the instructions below. 
https://vprc.eduweb.vic.gov.au/home 

Click in the top right hand corner on School/Student. 

 
Enter your Edupass login details provided by the school. 

  
Please contact your child’s class teacher if you have any questions about this or difficulty logging on.  

Happy reading!!  

https://vprc.eduweb.vic.gov.au/home
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